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Union Starbucks to
update interior,
add efficiency
Mandatory changes cost Dining Services $150,000

1

By Alissa Widman
Assistant News Editor

BYBONMACK
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REVEAL: Seniors Samantha Maitm and Diew Campbell celebrate aftet being unmasked as SICSIC members during the women's basketball game
Saturday afternoon Mariin wote the Darth Vadet mask and Campbell was Abraham Lincoln.

Interior design majors view
expert work through Chicago trip
By Janaa Avary
Reporter

The interior design program on
campus is a four-year program
for students interested in being
a professional in the field of interior design.
"Students lake courses that
educate them on sustainabilily,
lighting, structures and materials," said program coordinator
Debra Zappitelli.
Zappitelli said the job opportunities for graduates in the interior
design program are growing due
to the change in infrastructure of

schools and institutions, as well as
other building structures.
The students take an annual
trip to the Merchandising Mart
in Chicago. Zappitelli said the
Merchandising Mart exposes the
students to the professional world
of interior design. She said there
are showrooms that display international styles of design for kitchen,
bath and other rooms. Some of the
top names in attendance are Knoll
Furniture and Herman Miller.
Many interior design students are
involved in the Associate Society
of Interior Designers. According to
asid.org, the AS1D is the oldest, largest and leading professional orga-

nization for interior designers.
Senior Taylor Vollmar is the president of the University's student
chapter of ASID. She said the students raise funds for the spring professional trip to Chicago. She said
last week interior design students
had tables in the Union selling Tshirt to raise money. Vollmar said
the group will have tables again
this week, and it will be having a
bake sale, doing penny wars and
selling T-shirts again.
Vollmar said there are a total of
60 members in the University's
chapter of ASID; there will be more
fundraisers in March and elections
for ASID in April.

Michael Paulus
Ditectot of Dining
Services at the
University

The Union Starbucks is getting a
makeover.
The Starbucks franchise requires a
"refresh" of its stores every five or six
years, and this will be the fust for the
Design changes will make line
Union store.
queuing more efficient and cure a misNew equipment, lighting, furniture step in the Americans with Disabilit let
and laptop workstations will be ready Act compliance by lowering the drink
for summer semester, said project counter to make it wheelchair accessible, l'aulus said.
manager Barry Quattromani.
"It's always anticipated when you
New espresso machines, ceildo a renovation that you'll gain more ing fans and soft seating will be
observation, notoriety and market added as well.
presence," he said. This will add some
"It's contractually required, but we're
curb appeal."
looking at it as an opportunity." l'aulus
Construction will likely begin the said. "It really does need to be done.
week following spring commence- People get bored, and we have to be
ment and be finished in about two able to capture innovation, new conweeks, Quattromani said.
cepts, new tastes and new trends."
The project will cost Dining
Some students said the remodeling
Services $150,000.
is unnecessary and Dining Services'
"Once we get in touch with Stalwart money should be spent in other ways.
Contractors and we're given complete
"I think it's ridiculous that they
access, we'll turn this thing around in require remodeling so often," said
the wink of an eye," Quattromani said. freshman Colene Knaub, who visits
"All you have to do is look at the lines the Union Starbucks twice a week. "If
in the morning and you know this is it isn't broke, don't fix it. It seems like
going to have a major effect on a lot of a lot of franchises like to outlandishly
people every day."
spend money to try and impress peoDining Services Director Michael ple, but it's not practical."
Paulus said renovation goals are
lunior Heather Beltz, however, said
improving comfort, technology, speed she is eagerly iinticipating the changes,
of service and sustainability.
especially the new laptop workstations,
"We had about a year to plan and where she plans to do her homework.
"I come here every day. so I was really
we wanted to take the opportunity
to challenge Starbucks for something excited when I saw the design renderunique," he said. "We're looking at a ings out front,' she said. "We're getting
green theme with recycled materi- new BG1 Cards, new dorms, new dinals like Ohio bam wood. We're also ing halls and now Starbucks is being
adding artwork and wall collages that renovated — it's going to be fun to be a
senior next year."
reflect 100 years of BGSU."

Talent show helps tutoring program,
shines light on aspiring performers
"I feel like everyone

By Dana* King
Reporter

ANDREAFEHl
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TALENT: Freshmen Darius Byrd and Michael Blair of R&Believe rap at Apollo Night, a talent show put
on by Protect Excellence Byrd and Blair performed songs about life at the University on Saturday They
made it through th<> first round but were eliminated after the second

CAMPUS

The lights were low, the room was full
and the crowd was tough.
Apollo Night, a talent show, was
presented by Project Excellence
along with Zeta Phi Beta Sorority
Inc. and Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity
Inc. Project Excellence is a mentoring and tutoring program that
involves college students tutoring
high school students in Toledo. The
talent show included 12 acts. The
ticket sales revenue went towards
two $500 scholarships that Project
Excellence awards to two high
school students at their Annual
Scholarship Ball.
Lynesha Richardson. University
senior and the President of both
Project Excellence and Zeta Phi Beta,
said she would love it if the show
raised $200. She said there wasn't
much interest in the tickets when
they were sold during the week, but
hoped that might change.
"We kept putting the word out about
it and a lot of people were interested

FORUM

Bradford said Apollo Night wasn't
just about the fun. but also about the
did a really great job; hard work Project Excellence puts
in throughout the year. I le said he
the crowd was tough
hopes Apollo Night can be an inspiration for people to learn more about
tonight."
what Project Excellence does.
Cory Breth j Performer
Apollo Night not only helped fund
Project Excellence, but it also served
in coming" Richardson said before to showcase students' talents and
help get their name out there. The
the show started.
The response during the week show wasn't a traditional talent show.
made a complete turnaround at the While there were two judges, the windoor, and the total money raised ner was determined by the crowd's
exceeded her hope of $200. The response. The judges were present
night brought in a total of $588 in to make sure enough contestants
ticket sales.
made it through to the second round,
The founder of Project Excellence, Richardson said.
"The audience is the ones who will
Napoleon Bradford, also anended the
evening's event and made a donation say if somebody should get off stage
or if somebody should stay on stage,"
of $1000 to the program.
"We want to be able to provide Richardson said.
these opportunities but it is hard to
The crowd was tough and a few
encourage outsiders to participate," of the acts were booed so much that
Bradford said. "We have to raise they were swept off the stage. Being
money ourselves, so I'm about to warned by the sound of a siren, the
make a donation to the program
because they need funding to do
See APOLLO | Page 2
the programming."

SPORTS

Commons construction begins

Media hurts athlete images

BG places eighth at MAC Championships

University Dining Services is preparing

Columnist Bryan Warrick feels today's

Jessie Rowland gave BG its first individual gold

to build the news Commons dining

media focuses too much on negative

in four years to pace the Falcons to their high-

center, and is offering new mean plan

aspects of athletes lives rather than pre-

est finish at the MAC Indoor Track and Field

options next year | Page $

senting them as good role models | Pag* 4
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What is your hidden talent?
DAVID CHESW0RTH
Junior. Exercise Science
I ve never told anyone but you.
but I can control space and time."
PMM4

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS. UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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CHAMPIONS CELEBRATION
WED, MARCH 2 AT 10PM-2:30AM
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Come party with Bawling Green's
own DIYHAll BRIGC
of the
■'/ World Champion Green Bay Packers

DJ MANNY

18 & Up* 21 & over FREE
clazel.net * facebook.com/clazel

*£8
•/-,

$10 Before Midnight * DJ LIMELIGHTZ * Dress Code Enforced

BLOTTER
FRI., FEB. 25
12:15 A.M.
Robert W. Giermann, 21. of
Cleveland, was cited for open
container in a motor vehicle
within the 100 block of E. Oak
St
233 A.M.
Zachary C. Schwochow. 21. of
Fremont. Ohio, was cited for
disorderly conduct/public urination within the 100 block of E.
Court St.
236 A.M.
Chase M. Johnson. 24. of Lima.
Ohio, was arrested for operating
a vehicle impaired near the corner of South Church Street and

mirror of another vehicle, causing $500-400 worth of damage
within the 1500 block of E.
Wooster St.
747 P.M.
Timothy De Shaun Capers. 22.
of Bowling Green, was cited for
possession of marijuana near the
corner of South College Drrve
and 5rd Street

SAT., FEB. 26
12:48 A.M.
Kyle W. Loudenslagel. 21. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
disorderly conduct/public urination within the 100 block of N.
Church St.
1:11 A.M.
Fransisco R. Martinez. 23. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
open container within the 100

Ordway Avenue
2:55 A.M.
Andrew D. Shaffer, 24. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
disorderly conduct/loud music
within the 300 block of N.

block of N. Prospect St.

Church St.
12:32 PM.
Resident reported a digital camera, valued at $750. stolen from
his apartment within the 800

202 A.M.
Chase H Doll. 26. of Kenton.
Ohio, was cited for disorderly
conduct/public urination within
the 100 block of N Church St

2:22 AM.
Sean D. Cooper. 33. of Bowling
Green, was cited for operating a
vehicle impaired within the 100
block of S Mam St.

block of E. Wooster St
1:33 P.M.
A plow truck clipped the side

2:29 AM.
David J. Whinnery II. 21. of
Bellevue. Ohio, was cited for
open container of alcohol within
the 100 block of N. Church St.

11:34 PM.
Sarah Joy Hooten. 21. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
disorderly conduct/loud party
within the 200 block of Troup

2:36 A.M.
Max Trent Weston. 21. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
criminal trespass within the 100
block of E. Court St

Ave.

4:33 A.M.
Raul Guadalupe Ramirez. 19. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
underage under the influence
within the 1000 block of Fairview
Ave.
6:14 P.M.
Deborah L Pearson. 44, of Van
Wert. Ohio, was cited for shoplifting within the 2000 block of
E Wooster St
9:02 P.M.
Glen C. Rashed. 20. of Bowling
Green, was cited for shoplifting within the 2000 block of E.
Wooster St
11:27 PM.
Michelle M Grywalsky. 19, of
Brunswick. Ohio, was cited for
underage possession within the
400 block of E. Court St.

1:20 A.M.
Joshua J Wright. 23, of Bowling
Green, was cited for disorderly
conduct/public urination within
the 100 block of E. Court St.

11:50 PM.
Ryan M Parquette. 20. of
Toledo, was cited for open container and underage under the
influence within the 200 block of
E Merry St.
Todd M Ormiston. 21, of
Toledo, was cited for open container within the 200 block of E
Merry St.
11:56 P.M.
Erin E. Matteo. 19, of Lyndhurst,
Ohio, was cited for underage
possession and open container
near the corner East Court and
North Enterprise streets.

SUN., FEB. 27
12:14 A.M.
Michael F. Madden, 21. of
Cincinnati, was cited for open
container within the 200 block of

The fake's cover was blown,
though: lanice Kobinson. 53,
of Orlando, t-Ta., knew something wasn't right when the
man professed his love to
her and signed every message with, "lohnson cares."
She had begun talking to
him thinking he was one of
several people named Mark
lohnson that she knew.
"I said, I low can you say
you love me? You don't even
know me. You are insane,"'
she told The Associated Press
in a telephone interview. "...
You could tell the guy in the
picture was young. I'm 53
years old. You can look at my
picture and tell I'm not 20."

156 A.M.
Garrett Robert Shook. 19. of
Battle Creek. Mich., was cited
for forging an ID. within the 100

1229 A.M.
Benjamin Ross Leininger. 21. of
Dayton, was cited for open container near the corner of Clough

secretary of Project l-lxccllence
swept the booed perfonners
off the stage with a broom.
However, the crowd chewed
for junior Cory Breth. who performed a lady Claga medley in
the first round.
Breth began singing at the
age of twelve, and later began t< >
play the guitar. The crowd went
wild as he serenaded them with
lady Gaga. and he. along with
five other acts, passed on to the
second round. In the second
round, Breth sang "On lire"
by Switchfoot. and the tough
criAvd seemed to appreciate
lus unique sound.
Breth has experience playing
in talent shows and said he tries
to bring something unique to
the competition, playing a different style of music instead of
the usual rap, R&B and gospel

the influence and possession of
marijuana near the corner of 2nd
and High streets.
Troy D Wilier. 20. of Sandusky.
Ohio, was arrested for criminal
mischief, obstructing official
business, underage under the
influence and prohibited acts/
using the ID of another near the
corner of 2nd and High streets.
227 A.M.
Melinda Rae Enriquez-Cannon.
23, of Findlay. and Alexandra
L. Guerra. 21. of Leipsic. Ohio,
were cited for assault within the
100 block of N. Main St
253 A.M.
Cory N Snydei. 22. of Lima,
Ohio, was cited for disorderly
conduct/public urination within
the 100 block ofW Court St

block of N. Mam St.
1:38 A.M.
Matthew P McPherson. 22. of
Tipp City. Ohio, was Cited for
open container within the 100
block of N. Mam St.
1:45 A.M.
Ryan M. Dillinger. 22. of Bowling
Green, was cited for criminal
mischief near the corner of 2nd
and High streets

S. Summit St.

From Page l

Scam artists use Facebook to gain money as cash-strapped soldiers

1:31 A.M.
Nicholas J, Marlow. 22, of
Bowling Green, was cited for
disorderly conduct/public urination within the 100 block of E.
Wooster St.

APOLLO

Soldier impersonators target
women in Internet scams
Military officials say
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— Scamsters are target- they've seen hundreds of
ing women on lacebook in similar cases in the past
what's becoming an all-Ioo- several years. Some of the
common ruse: They steal impersonators have even
photos of soldiers to set up used photos of soldiers who
profiles, profess their love have died overseas.
and devotion in sappy mes"It's identity theft, really,
sages — and then ask their if you think about it," said
victims to cut a check.
Ilursey, ofCorbln, Ky, a marArmy Sgt. lames Ilursey, ried father of a 2-year-old.
26, discharged and sent
The impersonator using
home from war in Iraq to llursey's photos portrayed
nurse a back injury, found himself as a soldier named
a page with his photos on "Setgent (sic) Mark lohnson."
Facebook — on a profile The fake followed the same
that wasn't his. It was fake, steps every time: Send a
set up by someone claiming friend request, immediately
to be an active-duty soldier express undying love and
looking for love.
affection, and ask for money.

Street and Manville Avenue.

ONLINE: Go to bgviewuom for
the complete blotter W

CORRECTION
POLICY

Christopher Allen Jordan. 19.
of Sandusky. Ohio, was arrested
for criminal mischief, obstructing
official business, underage under

We want to correct all factual """Of^
If you think an ettor has been made,
call Tl»e BG News at 41'>

music performed.
"I feel like the stuff that I play
for this kind of thing gets a
pretty good response, so I stick
with Uiat," Bath said. "Mine's
kind of like a diffea-nt styk\"
Apollo Night was inspired
by "Showtime at the Apollo"
in New York (jly at the Apollo
theatre, white perfonners use
the night to meet people and
showcase their talent.
"It's been on TV before and
basically it's just where big
names like Michael Jackson got
seen there." Itichardson said.
"And usually big acts, that's
Hlure they Started, when they
first gc it their name out there."
Breth was hoping to do
just that when he auditioned
for the show. I le said he will
benefit from being in the
show, because it will help
him promote himself and
meet new people.
"I think it's a gtxid opportunity to kind of get my name out

then1 and just touch people
with my music... share the gift."
Breth said
it seems the show will prove
helpful to Breth, the winner
of Apollo Night. The crowd
enjoyed his performance, and
with the help of the crowd
response and the judges, Breth
moved into the top two. The
last two acts standing were
Bath and a quartet called lhe
Tenors, The crowd chose Breth
as the winner by giving him
tile most applause: Breth won
a prize of $100.
Leaving the stage after he
won first place, lireth said he
fell shocked.
"1 feel like everyone did a
really great job; the crowd
was tough tonight," he said.
"I felt very relaxed and
comfortable up there ... I
played the best that I could
and I'm really happy that 1
got to this point, the hard
work's finally paid off."

KERMIT'S
• Reduced Rate in
January/February 2011 •
- Apartments Available ■
• Semester Leases •
• Minutes from BGSU *
• Pet friendly community *
* Heat included •

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
Located .11
',<••• Napoleon Road
in Bowling CIreen

tii

EXTRA. EXTRA
READAUABOUTIT!
First ten people
to sign a 12 month
lease receive a two
bdrm apt for a one
Ixirm price!
(Only ralld if tiiinrd be/ore2/28/n]

419-352-6335

• FAMILY RESTAURANT •
- Hot and Homecooked - Student Friendly Prices -

BG'S BEST BREAKFAST
Starting Mmca 8 201)
Bigger Menu...
Longer Hours!

><?r

SPRING/SUMMER
1.HASKS20II
Sign one year lease, get half
of T month's rent FREE!

GRAND
REOPENING
10% Oft
With Student ID

Studios/1 Bdrm

Nwaccepflng

3*2011riwf
-MO'M
aSSLffi,,
uMnt.o
ixi-fR **r—
«-.«*VII

307 S. Mam St. 419-354-1388 J

•Near BGSU
■Prime patio/cntrancc
•Extra storage
•Pets welcome
L
* •Short-term leases available

• 419-352-7691 mo

CAMELS CAN
SURVIVE IN
THE DESERT
WITHOUT
DRINKING FOR
ALMOST 3
MONTHS!

Connect with

IS
COLLEGIATE
■ W CONNECTION

MECCA

Customize Your Spring Break!

Management Inc.

Willow House Ape. 830 4th St BG
1 bdrs/1 bath/dishwasher/
disposal/AC/
tree oil street parking

Greek and BGSU Apparel
Cad Cut Vinyl Designs, Fabric Sown-On Letters, Embroidery

APARTMENTS

TO FIT EVERY NEED!

111113 Flndtay Pike Apts.-Portage Ohio
2/3 bdrms. REMODELED
Garage space/lott style bldg
1 bath/pets extra

Call for an appointment/check out the web site

www.meccabg.com
WE HAVE.. T-Shirts, Tanks, Claris, Flip-flops, Hats
Beach Towels, Sunglasses, Tote Bags... YOU Name it!

531 Hp St 141M52-83331 Mon ■ Ik 11 - 71 Fri 11 ■ 61 Sat 11 - 51 Sin 12 - 5
«—'
»

1045 N. Main SI 7B
Bowling Green, OH

41^-353-5800

Avery House Apts. 326 N. Mr* St BG
eHnencies/1bdrs.
Close to downtown
1 oft street parking space per unit
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Dining halls to
revamp meal
plan, services
By AUx Aipachor
Reporter

'Big Playground'
he ps students
shed stress
before break

"We were overdue

Wellness Connection event
offers fun activities, tips for
staying safe over break

for changes in the
Construction of the new
energy efficiency
Commons dining hall will
begin soon, and the addition of the facility will form and technology..."
a common space for stuMichael Paulus j Director
dents while offering many
new services.
the new McDonald and
The exterior of the other Commons centers will
newdininghallat McDonald offer an "all you care to eat"
is already standing, and option, Paulus said.
Director of University
He said 84 percent of stuDining Services Michael dents indicated on a survey
Paulus said building at the last year that they would
Commons site should begin prefer "some kind of hybrid
within two weeks.
meal plan structure."
However, some of the
"Students' dining habits
major campus construction have changed." VVhipple
projects have been delayed said. They dine at all hours of
due to weather this winter. the day, and the University is
The McDonald dining hall working to do a better job of
construction crews have specifically catering to stualready experienced 32 days dents' preferences, he said.
of weather-related delays,
"Students are sophistiPaulus said.
cated customers," VVhipple
"They're on a very aggres- said. "lust as we have lo
sive schedule," said Vice have high-quality acaPresident of Student Affairs demic programs, you want
lidward VVhipple. "The plan high-quality
programs
is to have both of those facil- outside the classroom, and
ities ready for fall."
that certainly includes dinThe dining halls at ing service."
McDonald and Commons
Workers are currently
are yet to be named, but grading the areas between
both are scheduled to be the structure that will be
completed by Aug. 5. A board built and the surrounding
of 26 members, comprised buildings to create a "neighof students and University borhood atmosphere." The
employees and faculty, will lfi,.r)()0 square-foot dining
select names for the build- hall will be surrounded by
green areas for gathering
ings soon, VVhipple said.
The new Commons will and activities, Paulus said.
feature Mongolian bar- There is also the possibility
beque cuisine and the first of constructing an outdoor
Pinkberry Frozen Yogurt amphitheater in the area
shop on any college campus, that would be capable of
Paulus said.
projecting movies, he said.
There is also a "strong pos"We were overdue for
sibility" that the dining hall changes in the energy effiwill have a Dunkin' Donuts ciency and technology of
as well, VVhipple said.
dining facilities." Paulus
With the addition of the said. "The new dining halls
dining halls will come new represent a significant
meal plans. Services at investment in those areas
existing halls like Pounders and will really allow us to
and the Kreischer Sundial increase the quality of prodwill remain the same, but ucts available to students."

TOP: Freshman Dakota Lause climbs an
inflatable slide at Fridays 'Big Playground"

Did XJOU know?
Elephants are
the onlu
animals that
can't jump.

VILLAGE
APARTMENTS

• Reduced Rate in
March 2011 *
i Apartments Available *
* Semester Leases *
* Minutes from BGSU*
• Pet friendly community •
* Heat included *

Preferred
Properties Co.
Find A Place To Call Home
www.preterredproperliesco.com

NUKE YOUR HOME AT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Hun Apts.
Piedmont Apts
Birchwood ismaii pet allowed)
1 Bedroom & Efficiency Houses

(BRING IN AD FOR SIO0 OFF DEPOSIT)

339 N. Maple
622 E. Wooster

FREE

806-4267

Tanning

i I'Piir.T-i^yn
Bee Gee Shopping Centet
1062 N. Main -

352-9055

^

Versa Spa

=■■

WORKS
#» NNW * Oiti
AlAAM MfttMM HaplflK

843-2055 everyday
OFFICE HOURS
MonFtl:8 430
530 S Map* St

418-352-9378

209 N. Enterprise

H*iNSl®Wft™to6 2 Weeks

693-8826

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
Located at:
^^
3110 Napoleon Road ^^^V
in Bowling Green I**!

campUs Locati & 5
1432 Wooster St.

382-5055
iMffTHTitini

475-9855

MI

III

841-5055

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (out only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

Unlimited
Tanning

www.tanprousa.com
866-TANPROI
Meadows

866-8655

I Per rysburg/Roisford

874-6455

16

99

mo.

.■titjrtl^jitTaWitrt'atftoi^™-.

• Large Houses
• Close to Campus

FORUM

"We had about a year to plan and we wanted to take the opportunity to challenge
Starbucks for something unique."
- Michael Paulus, director of Dining Services [see story, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What is your hidden talent?
1 can do some

"I don't have any secret

"I've played the

"It's not really a

talents I make aH my talents

violin since second

talent but I crochet

pretty intense yoga

known to everybody because

grade."

a lot"

stretches"

m a pretentious prick.

DEBORAH

NATHAN ANDERSON.
Sophomore.
Biology

CHESTER,
Freshman.
Journalism

CANDICE
DURNWALD.
Freshman.
Speech Pathology

'eople should not look to Bible
for pro-gay arguments

:>,

MATHEW DAVOll
£L*<^MAT
COLUMNIST

crowd with the notion that
God Hates Shrimp are horribly misguided. They fail to
reali/e that the Cod of the
Bible changes his mind and
puts his stamp of approval
on Red Lobster (Acts 10: 915), while never lifting his
disapproval of the Castro
District in San Francisco.
I here are those who say
only the old Testament
condemns homosexuality,
so Christians should be

Has this evei happened to
you? Vou are listening to
someone who holds the
same opinion that you hold
mi a subject, you nod in
agreement, and then that
person says something in
support of your position that okay with it. I his argument
seems absolutely false and falls apart when one realizes that the \ew Testament
counterproductive?
If you answered yes," then indeed condemns homoyou know exactly how I feel sexuality i Romans 1) in a
when I hear people argue very clear manner.
There are those who (hen
for the rights and dignity of
homosexuals by claiming say. Hut lesus never spoke
thai devout Christians air about gays."
wrong in think the Bible is
To that 1 would say most
not gay friendly.
devout Christians seem to
One of the silliest ways this believe the lesus figure is one
is argued is by the speaker with the God ofthe Bible, and
admitting the Bible con since these same Christians
demns homosexuality as an see I he llihle tube the word of
abomination (Leviticus 18:6 that God, it follows that any
and Leviticus 20:13), and part that condemns homo
then the speaker goes on to sexuality is spoken by lesus
Some people just ignore
point nut that it condemns a
lot of other things as abomi- that completely and really
nable that don't seem that push the argument that the
had, so Bible believing lesus figure never directly
Christians should he okay addresses homosexuality in
with homosexuality.
the Gospels, so this means he
This is a had argument for gives a sort of tacit approval
two reasons. First of all, it lo gay persons.
is an argument against the
To those that must insist
Bible itsell and not an argu- on that reasoning, let me just
ment tin Bible believing say that t he lesus figure never
( hristians to hi' okay with says rape or slavery is bad,
does that mean Christians
homosexuality.
Second, some comparisons should be pro-rape or proto other Biblical abomina- slavery? Of course not, that
tions just show the speaker's would be as absurd as sayignorance of the Bible, An ing lesus silence is inherexample would he the tired ently pro-gay.
argument that:
I hen of course there are
"The eating of shellfish is those lesbian friends of mine
an abomination (Leviticus who have happily claimed
11: 9-12), so Christians that that the Bible says nothing
seem 10 be okay with shrimp about lesbians being bad.
eating should be okay with That is simply false; the
Bible clearly condemns not
homosexuality.''
Those who wish to win only the physical act of love
over the Cod Hates lags between two women, but the

very attraction between two
women (Homans I).
let me clarify that I am in
favor of the rights and dignity of those persons in the
I CBI community.
As someone who is in a
committed relationship with
a person outside my own
ethnicity I harbor a certain
solidarity with them, as I am
aware of the way people in
my position were once widely
mistreated in a similar fashion that LGBT persons are
treated today.
My support of them
does not extend to the
support of bad arguments
for them, though.
I am fully aware that I
have not exhausted the arguments people pose in a feeble
attempt to redefine the Bible
as gay friendly. 1 am sure that
I have condemned those who
shift through the letters to
the editor to an impending
flood of additional arguments based on the worst
forms of ignorance and mental gymnastics.
Such arguments for a progay Bible are not only fallacious and misguided, but

they are unneeded
There are plenty of good
secular arguments based
upon reason and science that
can he made lo justify the
concept that homosexuality
should not only be tolerated
but accepted.
To continue to argue
Biblical script ure with devout
Bible believers is a waste of

time and energy. It also harms
the cause through being the
weak link in the chain that in
turn weakens the entire position as a whole.
The battle for the Bible
should be surrendered so
the war for human decency
can be won.

Respond to Mathewat
thenews<i"bgnews.coin

MISSING

Did vou know?

A duck's quack
doesn't echo, and no
one knows why.
SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mailusatthenews@bgnews.com.
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VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own lake on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion tor

ELLIOT KISKE.
Freshman.
Undecided

a question' Give us your
feedback at bgwews.com.

Sports superstars need to
take initiative to shape up,
not rely on media, coaches
of us, will probably ignore
the problem and allow
Cabrera to keep playing
v
BRYAN WARRICK and hitting home runs.
^-*"*
COLUMNIST
As much as I love to
cheer for Cabrera and see
him on the field, this is not
Sport superstars were once
the way to deal with this
role models to look up to. problem. And this is not the
Stories of kids idolizing message we need to send
players like Babe Ruth and to the kids who look up to
Michael Jordan have almost him Superstars need lo be
become cliches. They were accountable for their misgiants In their own time and lakes too.
have only become grealer
Now, athletes in the past
as time moves on. And were not perfect. Babe Ruth
these idols were important was a known womanizer
to have for kids. Watching and drinker, but the press
those men play taught us didn't focus on that. They
about hard work, dedica- focused cm his accomplishments on the baseball field.
tion and teamwork.
Today, sports stars seem lieu today, news is so hunto be the opposite of that. gry for big stories that it
Many of today's stars only will focus on any problem a
seem to get in trouble or famous person has and blast
act so iminalurely they are it instantly to the masses
the last thing kids need to
llUuth'sdrmkinghadbecn
have as role models. I.eBron exposed back in the 1920s,
lames' ego trip surrounding would he have stopped to
"The Decision," Tiger Woods continue to be a good examand Ben Hoethlisberger's ple lor the kids? I would likeoff-field actions, and steroid to think so. And today, we
users in several sports are need to expect that much
all examples of the current responsibility from players.
State of sport superstars.
Everyone knows that
A recent event that hit me everything a famous person
hard involved the poor judg- does is now recorded and
ment of one of my favorite shown on TV. Mistakes will
athletes of today, Miguel be recorded and faults will
Cabrera of the Detroit be exposed Players must
Tigers. The runner-up for stand up and take responthe Major League Baseball sibility, Cabrera shouldn't
MVP last year was caught be told by the organizadrunk driving in llorida tion to go to rehab, then
last week, insulting and be forgiven and return. He
yelling at the police who knows kids look up to him,
brought him in. While the and he should hold himself
Tigers Organization has accountable. He must pertaken steps to deal with the sonally make the effort to
problem, including sending change on his own. Hither
Cabrera to rehab for a few check into rehab of his own
weeks, they, along with most accord or get a support

partner. Josh Hamilton
of the Texas Rangers has
a close friend whose sole
duty is to stop him from
giving into temptation.
The major difference
today is that reporters and
news sources do invade
athletes' personal lives to
find a story. But that won't
change anytime soon, so
it's up to the superstars to
change instead. Now, that
doesn't mean they need to
change who they are. No
one is perfect. But it does
mean that when mistakes
are made, they shouldn't let
their celebrity status save
them Irom punishment.
They should take the punishment and deal with the
consequences. Regular people have to. Those kids who
look up to them have to.
For Miguel Cabrera, he
should hire someone to keep
an eye on him at all times.
Like Hamilton, Cabrera's
use of a support partner will
show he wants to change
and tell the kids who are fans
that drinking and driving is
something you shouldn't do.
It might mean some sacrifice for Cabrera, but he is a
professional baseball player — he has sacrificed a lot
already. Adding a little more
for the kids won't hurt him.
If more players start to
simply acknowledge their
problems and deal with
them in a responsible way,
without making a media circus out of it. then kids will
once again have superstars
worth looking up to again.

Respond to Bryan at
thenews@bgnews.com

CALLING ALL
CARTOONISTS
COLUMNISTS

1 ST is the city street sign
thdt disappears and has to
be replaced most often
each school year

Need a place to voice your opinions? The Forum section is looking for more
people like you to write columns and illustrate for us.
Contact us at thebgnewsCs>bynews.corrt, call us at 419-372-6966

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!

■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom ol this
page
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TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories irom the
paper and online extras.
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BLOGGING
Check out the sports
blog (or the latest in BG
athletics

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
ankles and columns
since 2000.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasls. audio
slideshows and video
add to the story.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are pnnted
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Addit onal Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews^bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." Alt submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view ol Th« BG N«ws
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Palestinians said
Israeli strike killed
militant

— — \

Assailants attack
Congo president's
home; 9 dead

JERUSALEM (AP)
- Palestinians said an Israeli
military strike in Gaza City has
killed an Islamic Jihad militant
and wounded two others near
the Israeli border.

KINSHASA. Congo (AP)
- Armed gunmen also wielding
machetes attacked Congo's presidential residence Sunday, and
at least nine people were killed
during nearly an hour of gunfire.
a witness said The president and
his wife were not home at the
time of the assault

Palestinian security officials
said Israeli tanks shelled the area
The Israeli military had no immediate comment.

President Joseph Kabila, who
first inherited the job after his
father's assassination, blamed
opponents ahead of the elections
set for November.

in violence along the Gaza
border in recent days. Palestinian
militants fire rockets and mortar
shells at Israel, and the Israeli
military retaliates with attacks on
militant facilities and smuggling
tunnels in Gaza

Communications Minister
Lambert Mende later appeared
on national television and said the
matter was under control. He said
some of the assailants had been
killed or wounded, while others
were arrested.

Last week, a Grad rocket
fired from Gaza e«p!oded in the
Israeli city of Beersheba. the first
such attack since Israel's biuising
invasion of Gaza two years ago
which was aimed at stopping the
rocket salvos

A witness near the presidential residence who spoke on
condition of anonymity for fear
of retribution reported seeing
the bodies of seven attackers
and two bodyguards.
While eastern Congo is highly
volatile with a myriad of rebel
groups and militias who terrorize
civilians, such violence in the capital of Kinshasa is more rare.
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Philippine rebels
kill 3 soldiers,
wound 4 others

Hundreds protest
Lebanon's
government

Gadhafi's

GAMU. Philippines (AP)
- Communist rebels killed three
soldiers and wounded four others
in an ambush in the mountainous
northern Philippines, officials
said Sunday, despite the recent
resumption of peace talks.

BEIRUT (AP)- About 500
people waving flags and chanting
for national unity have gathered
in Beirut in a protest inspired
by the wave of demonstrations
across the Middle East.

KIEV. Ukraine - Libyan
dictator Moammar Gadhafi
on Sunday was ditched by yet
another close confidant - the
Ukrainian nurse thought to
have a close relationship with
the leader.

Ukrainian nurse
returns home

The crowd held signs Sunday
criticizing the sectarian makeup
of Lebanon's government.
According to Lebanons powersharing system, the president
must be a Maronite Christian.
the prime minister a Sunni
Muslim and the parliament
speaker a Shiite Muslim

About 50 soldiers were
carrying hammers, saws and
others tools on their way to repair
houses damaged by a typhoon
when New Peoples Army rebels
assaulted them with heavy gun
fire for five minutes at the foothills of a mountain near Asipulo
township in Ifugao province on
Saturday, the army said

Halyna Kolotnytska. 38.
joined senior government officials, diplomats and pilots who
have deserted Gadhafi after he
brutally suppressed anti-government protests
Kolotnytska arrived in Kiev
in the early hours of Sunday
on a plane that evacuated 122
Ukrainians and 68 foreign nationals from the violence-torn North
African country, according to
Channel 5 footage.

Each faith makes up about a
third of Lebanons population
of 4 million.

Reinforcement troops brought
by a helicopter later clashed with
and wounded an unspecified
number of fleeing rebels. The
battle scene was inaccessible
by vehicles. Ifugao police chief
Laurence Mombael said.

Organizers used Facebook
to publicize the demonstration, which was peaceful and
dispersed by midday. Protesters
called for a secular government.

Kolotnytska could not be
reached for comment Sunday.
A U.S. diplomatic cable
released late last year said the
eccentric 68-year-old leader is
deeply attached to Kolotnytska.
one of four Ukrainian nurses that

Sectarian tensions are dangerous in Lebanon. In 2008. sectarian clashes killed 81 people and
nearly plunged Lebanon into
another civil war.

They were on a humanitarian
mission, said army Col. Miguel
Puyao. The rebels didnt consider that.

PARIS — French President
Nicolas Saxkozy shuffled his
Cabinet's top diplomatic and
security posts on Sunday, jettisoning his foreign minister
who has been roundly criticized for her lies to Tunisia's
ousted regime.
The unpopular French leader went on prime-time TV to
announce the changes, just
three months alter a previous
(iibinel shakeup—and clearly
hoping to buff his image ahead
of Prance's presidential election next year.
Sarkozy's seven-minute
address focused on foreign
affairs and sought to counter
critics wht) have faulted his government's response to upheaval in the Arab world, including
several former Trench colonies
in North Africa.
"These Arab revolutions
open a new era in our relations with these countries,
with whom we are so close
in history and geography.'' he
said, speaking from in front
of a bookshelf in the lilysee
Palace. "This change is historic. We must not be afraid."
Sarkozy made no reference

to foreign Minister Michele
Alliot-Marie, who hours earlier
sent him her resignation. He
simply said Defense Minister
Alain luppe. a longtime ally
of popular former President
lacques Chirac, will now be
France's top diplomat.
Alliot-Marie had only been
in the post since November,
but became the center of a
raging controversy for her
December vacation in Tunisia
as huge protests forced out the
former French protectorate's
longtime strongman.
Alliot-Marie.
64,
has
served in high-ranking posts
since France's conservatives regained control of the
National Assembly in 2002.
She was the first woman to
serve both as defense- and foreign minister.
She had a reputation as a
workhorse — loyal and reliable, if rather uninspiring. But
the furor over her holiday in
Tunisia as its longtime regime
was cnimhling showed her to
lx' politically tone-deaf.
In place of luppe, the president said (ierard Longuet, a
former government minister
who heads Sarkozy's conservative party in the Senate, will
take up the defense portfolio.

ew Irish leader Enda Kenny elected,
prepares for his administration
By Robert Barr
The Associated Press

government
His administration will
be "one of responsibility, not
privilege; a government of
public duty, not personal
entitlement; a government
looking with confidence and
courage to the future, not
with guilt and regret at the

past," Ireland's next prime
minister told delirious supporters late Saturday.
Only eight months ago, his
Fine Gael colleagues thought
so little of his leadership that
they tried to oust him.
Hut the steely nerve and
sharp tactics that Kenny displayed in rebuffing that challenge will be sorely tested as
he works to assemble a strong
government — either with
another party, or with the
support of independents.
The latter option offers
Kenny more opportunities to
reward Fine Gael legislators
with ministerial jobs. The
temptation grows as Fine
Gael wins more places in
the 16(i-seat Dail, the lower
house of Parliament; with 78
or more seats, going it alone
is a viable option.
"We stand on the brink of
fundamental change in how
we regard ourselves, in how
we regard our economy, and
in how we regard our society,"
Kenny said

The vote count continued
for a second day Sunday, with
Fine Gael winning 68 seats
and the Labour Party taking
35. Fianna Fail, which had
won the most seats in every
election since 1932 but was
in power when Ireland's
"Celtic Tiger" economy
imploded, won just 17. Sinn
Fein — which supported the
Irish Republican Army in
Northern Ireland — had 13.
and independents and smaller parties had 17 seats.
Irish voters punished
Fianna Fail for 13 percent
unemployment, tax hikes,
wage cuts and a humiliating
bailout that will require years
of austerity budgets.
Fine Gael has experience in
governing in a coalition with
Labour, and Labour leader
Famon Gilmore appeared
eager to deal. The combination would offer Kenny an
overwhelming majority, as
well as a partner to share the
heat when tough choices stir
popular outrage.
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Government officials declined
to comment on suspects, but
the junta has blamed previous
attacks on armed exile groups or
ethnic rebels
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Big Boy

All Day Every Day
Monday - Sunday
2/28/11 -3/06/11
Mini Hot Fudge
Cake 990
Dine-in, drive-thru.
& carry-out.
Big Boy &
Fries $3.95
Dine-in. drive-thru
& carry-out.
Chili-Cheeese
Fries $3.99
Dine-in, drive-thru
& cany-out.

Saturday & Sunday
3/05 & 3/06/11
$6.85 Weekend
Breakfast Bar
Available regular
breakfast bar hours.
Regular price $7.85.
What's Your
Favorite Thing?
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Though terrorism is rare in this
junta-ruled nation, there have
been several bombings since last
year, including three in Yangon
that killed nine people and
wounded 170
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The officials spoke on condition of anonymity because
they are not authorized to
speak to the media.

Kenny | Opposition I eader
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Stop in (or a listing, Call to set up a meeting

three-year-old girl was also hurt

how we regard our society."

TAX
TIRE
REFUND
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Bowling Green ,OH

419-353-5880

• On BGSU Bus Shuttle
• Close to Downtown
• Close lo Campus
• Allow a small pet (extra $)

The officials say a man suspected of carrying the bomb was
among those wounded Sunday
evening near the Aung Zeya
bridge in northern Yangor A
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With Some Properties Featuring:

four people.

"We stand on the brink of fundamental

DUBLIN —Opposition lead
er linda Kenny has already
shattered Ireland's 80-yearold political monopoly.
Now he faces an even more
challenging assignment —
rebuilding Ireland's economy,
nearly brought to its knees by
reckless property spent lat ion
and bank lending.
Defying doubters of his
ability. Kenny rebuilt his Hue
Gael party into a force that
handed the ruling Fianna
Fail party its worst defeat
since 1932 in Friday's national vote. He faces a decision
within days on building
a stable government that
will respond to Irish voters
angry and anxious over the
nation's economic freefall
and subsequent bailout
by the European Union
and the International
Monetary Fund.
In victory, Kenny made big
promises of a new style of

1045 N Main St. 7B

Management Inc.

YANG0N. Myanmar (AP)
- Government security officials
say a bomb exploded in a suburb
of the capital Yangon. wounding

take care of him.

change in how we regard ourselves,
By J.imry Keaten
The Associated Pre-s

Myanmar: Blast
injures 4 in capital
including suspect

- Maria Danilova (AP)

French president
shakes up Cabinet
Foreign minister resigns Sunday
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BG wins MAC East, earns No. 2 seed in MAC Tourney
By Paul Barney
Sports Editor

lM'on-the season started. BG women's
basketball coach Curl Miller and his
team bad a (S»l in mind
We wanted to win No. 7 and 11,"
Miller said.
While the I'alcons didn't win
their I lth overall Mid-American
Conference regular-season championship, they won their seventh
Straight divisional title with an HO
59 win over Kent State on Saturday.
"We may not have gotten the overall championship hut winning our
seventh division championship is
a great testament of the sustained
excellence that this program has,"
Miller added.
Chrissy Steffen made 4 of 8
3-pointers and tied a careerhigh with 22 points to pace four
I'alcons in double-digit scoringas

"We may not have gotten the overall
championship but winning our seventh division
championship is a great testament of the
sustained excellence that this program has."
Cuit Miller | Falcons' coach

BG improved to 24-4 overall and
12-3 in the MAC to secure the No.
2 seed for the MAC Tournament.
The I'alcons made 13 3-pointcrs
in the game, including 10 in the
first half as they had more points
in the first 20 minutes than they
had all of last game against the
Golden Flashes.
"Once you hit your first shot it kind
of takes the pressure off," Steffen
said. "After that you start shooting
more and more and when they start
going in you get more confident. It's

good for our team to be shooting
this well down at the stretch."
In a 44-43 loss to the Golden
Flashes earlier this season, B( '< made
just 14 shots.
Saturday, however, the Falcons
made 2fi shots on 15 assists as good
ball movement led to open shots.
"I thought in tin' first game their
shots were contested a lot more
than they were today," KSIJ coach
See CHAMPS | Page 7
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EVES UP COURT: Tracy Pontius look dxa seam dung Saturdays game. Porauswas5c/10fromlorig*lar»:e.

Rowland takes gold in weight
throw as Falcons place eighth
at

)S
"It was awesome. I was
coming in third so I didn't

By Paul Barney
Sports Editor

SPRINT: Sophomore Jeanette Pettigrew runs in the 200 meter dash Saturday Pettigrew placed ninth in the 200 meters but won silver tn the 60 metei dash.

Gymnasts post third highest
score of season butfinisl
last at Master's Classic

Falcon offense struggles in
final games of regular season
By The BG Now; Sport-, St..lf

any game since the turn of the
calendars to 2011.

In the final regular-season
series of 2011, it was same song,
different weekend for the BG
hockey team.
The Falcons (8-24-4, 3-21-4
Central Collegiate Hockey
Association) once again played
stellar defense, led by goaltender Andrew Hammond, but
were unable to muster any
offense against Michigan State
in a pair of defeats, 2-1 on
Friday and 2-0 Saturday.
Brett Mohler scored the lone
goal of the weekend for the
Falcons, who have failed to
score more than two goals in

"We were just that much away,
which has been the story of our
season," coach Chris Bergeron
said after Saturday's loss. "It's
just our year in a nutshell, not
enough purpose to what we did."
Hammond started both games
on the weekend and he continued his string of strong starts. He
stopped 54-of-58 shots on the
weekend, giving the Falcons a
chance to win both nights.
"I don't think that he had to completely stand on his head (Friday)
but he made some nice saves to

FACEBOOK

See HOCKEY | Page 7

It was a birthday to remember for
think that first place was
lessie Rowland.
Rowland, a weight thrower on the
KG track and field team, set a new really going to be there. It
school record on her birthday Friday
was just really exciting."
and captured the first individual
gold for BG in four years at the MidJessie Rowland | BG weight thrower
American Conference Indoor Track
and Field (:hampionships.
The two-day event was held Friday ing range of sixth place and sevand Saturday at the I'erry Field enth place and we had our opporHouse where the Falcons placed tunities to be there, so we just have
eighth with 45 points, their highest to keep working on that and get
finish at the event since 2007.
ready for outdoor," BG coach Cami
Rowland, along with teammates Paulson said.
Ashley Harris and Brook Pleger got
Along with Rowland, Brittani
the Falcons on the board first by McNeal and Jeanette Pettigrew also
earning 15 points.
secured individual medals.
Rowland's toss of 63 feet, 9.75
McNeal took silver in the long
inches broke the previous record jump with a leap of 5.89 meters
by more than one-and-a-half feet and Pettigrew took silver in the fiO
set in 2003.
meter dash.
"It was awesome," Rowland said. "I
Pettigrew finished Saturday's
was coming in third so I didn't think championship final in 7.40 seconds
that first place was really going to be to set a new BG record, a record
there. It was just really exciting."
she set just two weeks ago at the
The Falcons' eighth place fin- Akron Invitational.
ish was 5.5 points shy of Central
F.MU's Ashley Abraham took gold
Michigan and only six points shy of in the event by setting a new MAC
sixth-place Akron.
record with a time of 7.34 seconds.
Eastern Michigan won the event
See TRACK I
with 118 points.
"We were certainly within strik-

1 Dawn

By The BG News Sports Staff

Sunday the BG women's gymnastics team finished fourth
at the Master's Classic in
Lincoln, Neb.
No. 7 Nebraska won the
quad-meet with a 196.500,
No. 15 Iowa finished second
with a 195.500. followed by
Kentucky with a 194.650 and
BG with a 189.450.
Coach Kerrie Beach said
she was proud of the team's
performances on uneven bars,
floor exercise and vault but
she said the team fell apart on
balance beam.

TWITTER

Christman
Junior posted a 9.825
on the floor exercise
and a 9.750 on vault

Monica

Eaton
Sophomore had a
score of 9.625 on the
uneven bars

"We still continue to struggle
See GYM | Page 7

SOFTBALL

SPORTS
BRIEF
Falcons fall at Miami for
fifth straight loss
A'uston Calhoun scored a team-high 21
points and Dee Brown added 17. but the BG
men's basketball team lost to Miami 84-77
Saturday afternoon.
The loss was the fifth straight for the
Falcons, as they drop to 12-17 overall and
7-7 in the Mid-American Conference. The
loss was also another for B6 inside Millett
Hall, where the Falcons have not won
since Feb. 20.2002.
The RedHawks were led by Orlando
Williams, who finished with a game-high 26
points on 8 of 9 shooting, including 5 of 6
from beyond the arc.
Julian Mavunga and Nick Winbush
each posted a double-double with 22
points. 11 rebounds and 16 points. 13
rebounds, respectively
BG returns to its home court Tuesday to
host MAC leader Kent State at 7:50 p.m.

SWIMMING

Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News Sports on Twitter

Falcons post 1-4 mark this week

BG finishes in tie for sixth

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter Follow us
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The BG swim team secured 312.5 points to

department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

season this weekend in the Phyfcs Rafter Memorial

tie Akron for sixth place at the 2011 Mid-

your account and search "BG News

favorite Falcon sports.

in Kennesaw.Ga.txrt have lost nine of their first 10

American Conference Championships, held

Sports" to become a fan.
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Bob Lindsay said. "I think you
can safely say thai we allowed

2

them to execute their offense a

6

3

3

4

1
4

lot better in this game than« B
did in the first game."
The falcons led 49-2!) at the
break and built their lead to as
many as 25 in the second half.
BG would see its lead
drop to 15 as the Golden
Flashes held the falcons
without a field goal for over
nine minutes.
During a timeout, Millet
told his players that they wait
almost scared to win.
After KSU got to within 1"
points for the third lime in the
second half, three straight bas
kets inside Ihe paint as well as
back-to-back 3-pointeis from
Tracy Pontius gave HC1 another
lead more than 211 points
Pontius made 5 of 10 shots
from beyond Ihe arc and
finished wilh 18 points and
Lauren l'tochaska added 14,
while Maggie Ilennegan had
11 points and eight reboundand Jen Uhl nearly pitched
in a double-double with nine
points and 12 rebounds.
BCi's starlets combined lor
71 of the team's lilt points,
The Falcons have our
regular-season game lefl on
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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their schedule, a Wednesday
home game againsl Buffalo
before shifting focus to
the quarterfinal round of
the MAC Tournament on
Wednesday, Mai ch H. against

a team to be determined,

5

BYRON MUCK

TURNING THE CORNER:

i

.

basket against Kent Slate en Silurday. Steffen led BG with 22 [Mints

HOCKEY
From Page 6
keep it at a one shot game
for us," Bergeron said.
By virtue of the results
of other conference
games over the weekend,
the Falcons will head to
Northern Michigan—who
was swept by Michigan
this past weekend — this
weekend for t he first round
of the CCHA playoffs.
The Falcons are 1-2-11 against ihe Wildcats
this season.
"We have to put this
weekend away and focus

"We have to put
this weekend
away and focus on
Monday's practice;
whether we're
actually able to do
that, I don't know."
Chris &
on Monday's practice;
whether we're actually
able to do thai, I don't
know," Bergeron said.

BALANCING ACT: Dawn Chnstinan pertonns her routine on the balance beam in a meet earlier in the season

GYM
From Page 6
there," she said. "What
they're doing in practice is not translating
to competition."

rhough the falcons
didn't meet their 192point goal they did expe
i H hi:' some in i ess by
posting theii season best
score ni 48.500 on the
floni exercise.
"I was very happy

with floor," she said I
asked I hem to fight and
i hej d Id."
Beach said the Fall ons,
who are 1-5, are continuing to improve.
"Though we're not scoring as high as we should.

we're [getting better]," she
said. "And I'm going to
continue to push them."
The Falcons will travel
on Friday to Lexington,
Ky„ to take on George
Washington, Bridgeport
and Kentucky.

DID YOU KNOW
An iguana can stay under
water for 28 minutes.

BYRON MMK

SKATE: Nathan Pageau moves the puck up ice in a game against Northern
Michigan last weel

Great Selections • Great Locations • Great Prices

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
"With help from John
Newlove Real Estate,
I found the perfect
place. It had everything
I needed and it fit my
budget too."

Quality Service
Quality Housing
Successfully Serving
BGSU Students Since 1978.
HONEST, FRIENDLY & TRUSTWORTHY

II I I

II I I

FALCONS

419.354.2260 I www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Kent State

ANDERSON ARENA
Hey BGSU students! Tuesday, March 1 is Student Appreciation Night at
Anderson Arena, when the Falcons take on MAC rival Kent State. All
students are invited to eat FREE in the Above the Rim Club beginning at
6:30pm and the first 750 students will receive a FREE drawstring bag!

977.fiSSU.TICKET
319 E. Wooster Street | Located across from Taco Bell
Hours - Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 | Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00

VB.
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BG wins MAC East, earns No. 2 seed in MAC Tourney
By Paul Barmy
Sports Editor

"We may not have gotten the overall
championship but winning our seventh division

Before the season started. BG women's
basketball coach Curt Miller and his
team had a goal in mind.
"We wanted to win No. 7 and 11,"
Miller said.
While the Falcons didn't win
their 11th overall Mid-American
Conference regular-season championship, they won their seventh
straight divisional title with an 8059 win over Kent State on Saturday.
"We may not have gotten the overall championship but winning our
seventh division championship is
a great testament of the sustained
excellence that this program has,"
Miller added.
Chrissy Steffen made 4 of 8
3-poinlers and tied a careerhigh with 22 points to pace four
Falcons in double-digit scoring as

championship is a great testament of the
sustained excellence that this program has."
Curt Millet I Falcons' coach

BG improved to 24-4 overall and
12-3 in the MAC to secure the No.
2 seed for the MAC Tournament.
The Falcons made 13 3-pointers
in the game, including 10 in the
first half as they had more points
in the first 20 minutes than they
had all of last game against the
Golden Flashes.
"Once you hit your First shol it kind
of takes the pressure off," Steffen
said. "After that you start shooting
more and more and when they start
going in you get more confident. It's

good for our team to be shooting
this well down at the stretch."
In a 44-43 loss to the Golden
Flashes earlier this season, BG made
just 14 shots.
Saturday, however, the Falcons
made 26 shots on 15 assists as good
ball movement led to open shots.
"I thought in the first game their
shots were contested a lot more
than they were today," KSU coach
See CHAMPS
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EYES UP COURT: Tracy tonajskoblnaseamclrrig Saturdays?^ fcntw

Rowland takes gold in weight
throw as Falcons place eighth
at MAC Championships
By Paul Barnay
Sports Editor

" It was awesome. I was
coming in third so I didn't

TYtEB STABILE

THfBGNfWS

SPRIKT: Sophomore Jeanette Pettigrew runs in the 200 metet dash Saturday. Pettigrew placed ninth in ihe 20C meteis but won silver in the 60 meter dash.

Gymnasts post third highest
score of season but finish
last at Master's Classic

Falcon offense struggles in
final games of regular season
By The BG News Sports Stall

any game since the turn of the
calendars to 2011.
In the final regular-season
"We were just that much away,
series of 2011, it was same song, which has been the story of our
different weekend for the BG season," coach Chris Bergeron
hockey team.
said after Saturday's loss. "It's
The Falcons (8-24-4, 3-21-4 just our year in a nutshell, not
Central Collegiate Hockey enough purpose to what we did."
Association) once again played
Hammond started both games
stellar defense, led by goal- on the weekend and he contintender Andrew Hammond, but ued his string of strong starts. He
were unable to muster any stopped 54-of-58 shots on the
offense against Michigan State weekend, giving the Falcons a
in a pair of defeats, 2-1 on chance to win both nights.
Friday and 2-0 Saturday.
"I don't think that he had to comBrett Mohler scored the lone pletely stand on his head (Friday)
goal of the weekend for the but he made some nice saves to
Falcons, who have failed to
See HOCKEY | Page 7
score more than two goals in

FACEBOOK

It was a birthday to remember for
think that first place was
Jessie Rowland.
Rowland, a weight thrower on the
BG track and field team, set a new really going to be there. It
school record on her birthday Friday
was just really exciting."
and captured the First individual
gold for BG in four years at the MidJessie Rowland | BG weight thrower
American Conference Indoor Track
and Field Championships.
The two-day event was held Friday ing range of sixth place and sevand Saturday at the Perry Field enth place and we had our opporHouse where the Falcons placed tunities to be there, so we just have
eighth with 45 points, their highest to keep working on that and get
Finish at the event since 2007.
ready for outdoor," BG coach Cami
Rowland, along with teammates Paulson said.
Ashley Harris and Brook Pleger got
Along with Rowland, Brittani
the Falcons on the board first by McNeal and Jeanette Pettigrew also
earning 15 points.
secured individual medals.
Rowland's toss of 63 feet, 9.75
McNeal took silver in the long
inches broke the previous record jump with a leap of 5.89 meters
by more than one-and-a-half feet and Pettigrew took silver in the 60
set in 2003.
meter dash.
"It was awesome," Rowland said. "I
Pettigrew finished Saturday's
was coming in third so I didn't think championship final in 7.40 seconds
that first place was really going to be to set a new BG record, a record
there. It was just really exciting."
she set just two weeks ago at the
The Falcons' eighth place fin- Akxon Invitational.
ish was 5.5 points shy of Central
EMU's Ashley Abraham took gold
Michigan and only six points shy of in the event by setting a new MAC
sixth-place Akron.
record with a time of 7.34 seconds.
Eastern Michigan won the event
See TRACK | Page 8
with 118 points.
"We were certainly within strik-

By rhe BG News Sports Stall

Dawn
Christman

Sunday the BG women's gymnastics team finished fourth
at the Master's Classic in
Lincoln, Neb.
No. 7 Nebraska won the
quad-meet with a 196.500,
No. 15 Iowa finished second
with a 195.500, followed by
Kentucky with a 194.650 and
BG with a 189.450.
Coach Kerrie Beach said
she was proud of the team's
performances on uneven bars,
floor exercise and vault but
she said the team fell apart on
balance beam.

TWITTER

Junior posted a 9.825
on the floor exercise
and a 9.750 on vault

Monica
Eaton
Sophomore had a
score of 9.625 on the
uneven bars

"We still continue to struggle
See GYM | Page 7

SOFTBALL

SPORTS
BRIEF
Falcons fall at Miami for
fifth straight loss
A'uston Calhoun scored a team-high 21
points and Dee Brown added 17, but the BG
men's basketball team lost to Miami 84-77
Saturday afternoon.
The loss was the (ifth straight for the
Falcons, as they drop to 12-17 overall and
7-7 in the Mid-American Conlerence. The
loss was also another for BG inside Millett
Hall, where the Falcons have not won
since Feb. 20,2002.
The RedHawks were led by Orlando
Williams, who finished with a game-high 26
points on 8 of 9 shooting, including 5 of 6
from beyond the arc.
Julian Mavunga and Nick Winbush
each posted a double-double with 22
points. 11 rebounds and 16 points. 15
rebounds, respectively.
BG returns to its home court Tuesday to
host MAC leader Kent State at 730 pm.

SWIMMING

Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News Sports on Twitter

Falcons post 1-4 mark this week

BG finishes in tie for sixth

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter. Follow us

The BG scftbal team picked up its first win of the

The BG swim team secured 512.5 points to

department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

season this weekend in the Fbyfcs Rafter Memorial

tie Akron for sixth place at the 2011 Mid-

your account and search "BG News

favorite Falcon sports.

iiKennesaw,Ga,but have lost nine of their first 10

Sports" to become a fan.

www.twrtttr.com/bqncwssports

games. Pick up Tuesdays paper for a ful recap.

American Conference Championships, held
on the campus of Ohio University.
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From Page 6

Bob Lindsay said. "I think you
can safely say thai we allowed
them to execute their offense a
lot better in this game than we
did in the first game."
The Falcons led 49-29 at the
break and built their lead to as
many as 25 in the second half.
BG would see its lead
drop to 15 as the Golden
Flashes held the Falcons
without a field goal for over
nine minutes.
During a timeout. Miller
told his players that they were
almost scared to win.
After KSU got to within 15
points for the third time in the
second half, three straight baskets inside the paint as well as
back-to-back 3-pointers from
Tracy Pontius gave BG another
lead more than 20 points.
Pontius made 5 of 10 shots
from beyond the arc and
finished with 18 points and
l,auren Prochaska added 14,
while Maggie Hennegan had
11 points and eight rebounds
and Jen Uhl nearly pitched
in a double-double with nine
points and 12 rebounds.
BG's starters combined for
74 of the team's BO points.
The Falcons have one
regular-season game left on
their schedule, a Wednesday
home game against Buffalo
before shifting focus to
the quarterfinal round of
the MAG Tournament on
Wednesday, March 9, against
a team to be determined.
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles lor FREE.
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TURNING THE CORNER: Chrissy Steffen drives to the basket against Kent State on Saturday. Steflen led BG with 22 points

HOCKEY
From Page 6

"We have to put
this weekend

keep it at a one shot game away and focus on
for us," Bergeron said.
By virtue of the results Monday's practice;
of other conference
whether we're
games over the weekend,
the Falcons will head to actually able to do
Northern Michigan — who
was swept by Michigan that, I don't know."
this past weekend — this
weekend for the first round
Gins Bergeron! BG coach
of the GCHA playoffs.
The Falcons are 1-2-11 against the Wildcats on Monday's practice;
whether we're actually
this season.
"We have to put this able to do that, 1 don't
weekend away and focus know," Bergeron said.

BALANCING ACT: Dawn Qurstman performs her routine on the balance beani in a meet earlier in the season.

GYM
Frt

6

there," she said. "What
they're doing in practice is not translating
to competition."

Though the Falcons
didn'l meet their 192point goal they did expcHence some success by
posting their season-best
score of 48.500 on the
floor exercise.
"1 was very happy

with floor." she said. "I
asked them to fight and
they did."
Beach said the Falcons,
who are 1-5, are continuing to improve,
"Though we're not scoring as high as we should.

we're Igetting better]," she
said. "And I'm going to
continue to push them."
The Falcons will travel
on Friday to Lexington,
Ky., to take on George
Washington, Bridgeport
and Kentucky.

DID YOU KNOW..
An iguana can stay under
water for 28 minutes.

BYRON MSCK

SKATE: Nathan Pageau moves the puck up Ke in a game against Northern
Michigan last week

Great Selections • Great Locations • Great Prices

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
"With help from John
Newlove Real Estate,
1 found the perfect
place. It had everything
I needed and it fit my
budget too."

Quality Service
Quality Housing
Successfully Serving
BGSU Students Since 1978.
HONEST, FRIENDLY & TRUSTWORTHY
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FALCONS VB. Kent State
TUESDAY. MAHCH 1 - 7:30pm
ANDERSON AHENA
Hey BGSU students! Tuesday, March 1 is Student Appreciation Night at
Anderson Arena, when the Falcons take on MAC rival Kent State. All
students are invited to eat FREE in the Above the Rim Club beginning at
6:30pm and the first 750 students will receive a FREE drawstring bag!

077.BSS1IJICKET

tfGSUFAlCONS.COM

319 E. Wooster Street | Located across from Taco Bell
Hours
Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 | Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00

DRAWSTRING MB BIYEAWAY

419.354.2260 | www.jotinnewloverealestate.com
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ill ihe final heal as McNeal

"That was exciting. All

finished .24 seconds behind

From Page 6

Northern

Illinois'

Chanel

four of those young

Kellyman, who pulled away
Rowland

earned

first-

ladiesjustgavean

from McNeal in the final

leam All-MAC honors, while

stretch of the race.

McNealand Pettigrew earned
second-team All-MAC
The Falcons earned points

said. "All four of those voting

in lour other events Saturday,

ing effort."

That was exciting," Paulson

outstanding effort.''
Cami Paulson | BG coach

ladies just gave an outstand-

incliulini; Ihe shot put, high

The MAC Indoor champi-

start it off and I just wanted io

jump, mile run and the 4x400

onships were ihe last for Ihe

put ihe rest of ihe learn in a

meter relay.

falcons' nine seniors, includ-

good position."

Kt is final two points came

ing Bowling Green native

BG's eighth place overall

the 4x400 meter relay

Barbara Powers, who had her

finish this weekend was three

by the team of Pettigrew,

mom as well as aunts and

better than last season's.

McNeal, Felicia lefferson and

cousins in attendance.
Powers led off the distance
medley relay Friday,

effort from start lo finish,"

"The I )MB was pre ibably t he

certainly [was| a big advan-

in

Heather Conger.
I he team combined for a
time of 3:50.79 and a seventh-

I hey had an outstanding
Paulson said.

Being at home

place finish. I hi' Falcons had

coolest race I've ever run in

tage, so we used that to ihe

a chance to move up to sixth

my life," Powers said. "I got to

best ol our ability."
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Campus Events
Summer Job & Internship Fair
Wednesday. March 2. 11am-3pm
Student Union Ballroom

Services Offered
Try BG Cafe's famous chili and
chili-mac' Award winning tor 2
years running1 We serve breakfast, lunch and dinner all day.
Students receive I0°o off with ID.
plus a diner card for a total of
20°o oft future visits.
1039 Haskins Rd, Fairview Plaza

Help Wanted

PT Seasonal Park LaborerMaintenance
BG Parks & Recreation
The City of Bowling Green's
Parks & Recreation Department is
seeking qualified, dependable individuals for its part-time seasonal
maintenance staff Pay Range
$7 40 - S11 00 per hour no fringe
benefits. Must be able to work
flexible schedule up to 40 hours
per week for the full term of the
temporary employment including
evening and weekends Must be
at least 18 years old and have a
valid driver s license Experience
with building custodial, grounds.
aquatic facility, small tractor
and/or softball field maintenance
beneficial Employment will be
through a temporary agency
individuals hired will not be City of
Bowling Green employees Temp
agency applications are available
in the City's Personnel Department at 304 North Church Street
Bowling Green. OH or online at
http //vvww. bgohio org'departm ems/personnel-department/
employment opportunities
(Resumes alone unacceptable)
Completed applications should be
returned to the Personnel
Department For more information
please contact the Personnel
Department by phone at
(419)354-6200. or by email at
BGPersonnel £Dgohic eg
Deadline for making application is
4:30 pm March 18,2011
AA/EEO

Child care provider needed for 14
month old boy Weekday mornings from 7 30 to 9:00 and 3:00 to
5:30pm. two to three days a
week. Days vary Additional hours
available one weekend a month.
Located near Enclave apartments Call Sarah 419-341-0963.
Put-N-Bay Summer
Sales Manager Position
An outdoor booth selling women's
clothing is hiring a manager for
the summer Applicants should be
outgoing, honest, self-starters
with sales experience If
interested please send resume or
letter of interest to:
d resssh ack@ am ailxom
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1 The word?
4 You might need to watch yours
8 Like some Disneyland passes
14 Downed
15 _ bene
16 It may involve an exaggerated
age
17 With 19-Acioss. senous warnings
18 Not much
19 See 17-Across
20 Halloween breakfast pastry?
23 1938 "The War ol the Worlds"
broadcast, lor one
24 Keystone enlorcer
25 Blazing
28 Go-aheads
32
acte
33 Lone breakfast pastry''
37 Garden product word
38 Attacks
39 Igloos and yurts
41 Sch attendance notation

42
46
48
49
51
52
56
60
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

"

1
2
3
4
5

Orderly movement
Nirvana »1 album "In _"
Scorned lover ol Jason
Lose it
Michael's nemesis on "The
Office"
6 Boarding pass generator
7 Sponsors
8 Brand of nonstick cookware
9 Half a city
10 Michael of "Caddyshack"
11 Gallantry
40 "Itsy Bitsy Teenie
12 River island
Weenie Yellow Polka
13 NFL stat
Dot Bikini," for one
21 Show- what-you- know 43 Broad
chances
44 Endangered great
22 Machinating
apes
26 Prelate's title; Abbr.
45 x. at times
27 Unevenly worn
47 Baseball star who
29 Cross words
reportedly said, "I
30 Actors Rogen and
think there's a sexiGreen
ness in infield hits"
31 Big gun or big cheese 50 Cams0 |of ^
33 Desire and then some M A cou_|e
"iA Clinton
flintrw Troionnr
34
Treasury fof.
sec- 54 Acrobat developer
retary
55 Rachel Maddow's
35 In one piece
station
36 Award with
57 Senous lapses
a Sustained
58 Zeno's home
Achievement category 590™^"
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For Rent

3BR apl S College, newly
remodeled, pet friendly. S775/mo.
Call 419-708-9981

Avail August 2011 3 BR houses,
excellent cond close lo BGSU:
812 3rd St -S800/mo
832 3rd St - S850/mo
606 5th St - S800/mo.
112 Clay S: • S800/mo
118ClaySt-S950/mo
218 Dill St $1 000/mo
3BR apt-443 N Enterpnse-S550
1BR apt -112 Ridge - S325/mo
Call 419-308-2456 for more info

For Rent

1 2 & 3BR Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3. M-F
www.BGApartmentt.com
Cozy 2 8 3 BR'S houses.
near downtown. S700-800/mo
Call 419-356-5437
Jay-Mar 803/815 8th St - 2BRs.
S475-495/mo+gas/elec A/C,
D/W university shuttle, great
location! Call 419-354-6036

Large house, newly remodeled1
2 fireplaces, hoi tub. 50 inch
plasma TV. Call 419-494-8208
Room for rent. S College,
$300'mo. newly remodeled!
Call 419-708-9981.
Summit house. 5BR. 2 bath, May
to May. Prospect house. 6BR, 2
bath, Aug to Aug. 419-353-6359
The Highlands -220 Napoleon Rd
S365-$395/mo ♦ elec.
1BR apts avail, newly updated.
laundry on site, great location.
www bghiflhlandmgmt.com
Call 419-354-6036

For Rent
* Lrg 3 & 4 BR apts, $650 & up.
recently updated, small peta ok
619 High St. Call 216-337-6010.
1 BR apt. 854 8th St. S400/mo +
elec w/ $400 security dep
No pets Call 419-392-3354

40% OFF
EVERYDAY
Monthly Tanning From

525 Ridge 1419-352-3588
10 beds, 1 booth
No appointment needed

2BR-404 1/2 S College
$675/mo + utilities. A/C. W/D incl.
Avail Aug Call 419-352-4850
3 BR house. 404 S College.
S625/mo plus util.
Available Aug. call 419-352-4850.

IMLUEH

THE WASH HOUSE
NEW CUSTOMERS

,1 WEEK FREE

3 BR. 1 1/2 bath townhouse, 3 ml
from campus, newly remodeled.
S725/mo +util. call 419-708-9981,

248 N. Main 1419-354-1559
16 badi. Z boothi • Mystic Tan
No ippolntminl needed

MVSTICTAN!

993 S. Main 1419-353-8826
5 bedt, 2 boothi • apft. available

Speedy
Burnto

Only$10!

refeiLrjcanon *•

• Newer construction
• Two story duplexes

FREf
DELIVERY

Help Wanted

60 Tater _
61 _ Simbel, site of
Ramses II temples

Cherished breakfast pastry?
End of a boast
Got 'or nothing
Make official
Newspaper supply
Islamic leader
Ones hooked on breakfast
pastry?
Type of sauce served with
falafel
Gaucho's weapon
Homework amount?
Puck's king
"Dulce et Decorum est" poet
Willrad _
Flow out
Henry VIII et al.
Hitch
Wall SI. monitor

For Rent
Help Wanted

13
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ACROSS
H ANDOFF: Feka Mason (left) hands ihe baton lo Heather Conger during the 4»400 meter relay BG took seventh in the event
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• 3 bedrooms 2 baths
• On site laundry

'BARTENDING! up to S3007day.
No exp necessary, (raining provided, call 800 965-6520 xl 74.

SpeeduBumic

J SAVE MONEY • EAT HEALTHY

m

• No more then 3 tenants
• 9.5 & 12 month leases

fJUUUTUJC

• Ceramic tile

F« atara «*« S M«mm it ammntcan
or at l-mfueUBl • EJJ Code 143»

• $875(12/mo)

CINEMAS hU Moll •«. Mom SIIHI
ADUI mmi Mtontfrniin

• m m runwr y n
(ouia nunoti :vnm t&w m, SI/J
JO j/makM - WMUI nan Mia wa mmm

CALL ABOUT SPECIALS GOING ON!

Hall Pni [R]
•4:35 7:30 10:10

ENTER TO WIN A
$ af AA
w
I WW

I Am Number Four [PG-13]
'4:30 7:25 10:00
Unknown [PG-13]
'4:25 7:20 10:05

book Scholarship
redeemable at

Gnomio and Juliet 30 |G]
•4:50 7:35 9:55

Two separate winners
Drawings on
March 1 & April 1
* BG1-credit card friendly
' Open daily until 3 a.m

any local bookstore with any

Justin Bieber
Director-! Cut [G]
•4:15 7:05 9:50

B

purchase at Speedy Burrito!

UIHIfllllED

visit US at lacebook speedy bur ntos

EflTERI ES!

419-806-4727

525 E. Merry
224 Crim
218 N. Enterprise

E

• 842/846/723 7th street

ToEEsHIND 425 E. WOOSTER

*!E<!!!CA

(419)353-5800

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main lour only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

•Tvuo bedroom houses/apartments
• Close to campus

